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Abstract
Accurate semiempirical parameterizations of the energy-differential cross sec-
tions for charged pion and kaon production from proton-proton collisions are
presented at energies relevant to cosmic rays. The parameterizations, which depend
on both the outgoing meson parallel momentum and the incident proton kinetic
energy, are able to be reduced to very simple analytical formulas suitable for cosmic-
ray transport through spacecraft walls, interstellar space, the atmosphere, and
meteorites.
Introduction
In order to solve cosmic-ray transport problems, a
detailed understanding of the proton-proton interaction is
needed. Galactic cosmic rays consist of approximately
85-percent protons (ref. 1) and solar cosmic rays consist
almost entirely of protons and cx-particles, whereas geo-
magnetically trapped particles in the Van Allen belts
consist of protons and electrons (ref. 2). The interstellar
medium itself consists primarily of hydrogen (protons)
and helium (ref. 3). Hence, the proton-proton collision is
the most common and most numerous interaction
between cosmic rays and the interstellar medium, as well
as within the solar system and the Earth's atmosphere.
Proton transport can be adequately modeled by using
the Boltzmann equation in the straight-ahead approxima-
tion (ref. 2), which is given as
I_--x-_S(E) +c]_(x,E)= J_E f(E,E')_(x,E')dE" (1)
where S(E) is the proton stopping power, o is the media
macroscopic cross section, _(x, E) is the particle flux
density, f(E, E') is the secondary-particle differential
cross section in terms of secondary-particle energy (E)
and proton energy (E'), and x is a scaling variable. This
straight-ahead approach is used in current transport
codes for particle propagation through various media
(refs. 4-7).
One major shortcoming of the work done to date is
that although the secondary-particle-production cross
section f(E, E') in equation (1) is taken to include all pos-
sible secondary particles, codes have not yet been run
using meson cross sections (ref. 2). In this paper, param-
eterizations of cross sections for charged pions and kaons
suitable for use in equation (1) will be provided.
The numerical approach currently used in solving
equation (1) implements the cumulative energy spec-
trum, which is related to f(E, E') above as follows
(ref. 2):
E' EF(r,r') = jfO f( ,E')dE (2)
where the residual range (r) is given by r = S dE'/S(E').
For a very thorough analysis of proton transport and a
detailed explanation of the numerical procedure for solv-
ing equation (1), the reader is referred to Wilson et al.
(ref. 2). Such an approach requires that the spectral distri-
bution fiE, E') be calculated a large number of times,
thus making it impractical to utilize complicated analyti-
cal formulas for f(E, E'). Hence, the parameterizations
derived herein will be presented in the simplest possible
terms (without losing accuracy, of course).
An interaction cross section can be written in various
forms, and high-energy physicists are interested in the
Lorentz-invariant form E d3old3p (where o is the total
cross section and p is an energy momentum), which can
be calculated from first principles using quantum field
theory and is thus a convenient way to check theory with
experiment. In this light, all early theoretical and experi-
mental work done with mesons is presented in Lorentz-
invariant form (refs. 8-11).
However, f(E, E') from equation (1) is the energy-
differential cross section do dE (or spectral distribution).
The l_agrentz-invariant cross section can still be used as it
contains all the information one might need (including
angular and spectral distributions as well as the total
cross section). It now becomes a matter of retrieving this
information.
In one of the early papers (ref. 11 ), all then-available
accelerator data were gathered, and a very accurate
parameterization of the Lorentz-invariant cross section
was fit to the data. The aim of the current work is to uti-
lize this representation of the Lorentz-invariant cross sec-
tion in order to generate a representation of the spectral
distribution that will then be parameterized as a simple
function of incident proton energy and secondary meson
momentum. The final result will provide the proper dif-
ferential cross section for equation (1).
Symbols
A 1 parameter from table 1, mb/(GeV2/c 3)
A 2, C, C 2 parameters from table 1, (GeV/c) -I
Cl, _, parameters from table 1, dimensionless
C3
C
c.m.
d3o
d3p
E
f
K
M
m
PN
P
q
r
s(E)
S
X
XI!
o
parameters from table 1, (GeV/c) -2
speed of light
center-of-mass frame
differential cross-section element, mb
differential momentum element, GeV/c
energy, GeV
continuous spectrumf(E, E') from equation(2)
kaon
= m A + m B (in reaction, A + B ---) C + D),
GeV/c 2
mass, GeV/c 2
energy-momentum four vector
momentum vector, GeV/c
parameter from equation (5)
residual range from equation (2)
proton stopping power from equation (1)
Mandelstam energy variable
scaling variable used in representation of
Lorentz-invariant cross section
ratio of c.m. momentum to maximum
transferable momentum
parameters in equation (14)
scattering angle
cross section, mb
particle flux density from equation (1)
Subscripts:
max maximum
p proton
s secondary particle
r_ pion
J_ perpendicular
// parallel
lnvariant Cross Section
The Lorentz-invariant cross section is given in terms
of the following scaling variable (refs. 11 and 12):
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where X/l* is the ratio of the parallel component of the
center-of-mass (c.m.) momentum to the maximum trans-
ferable momentum, p j_ and P/I are the perpendicular and
parallel components of the c.m. momentum, respectively,
s is the Mandelstam energy of the system, and m s is the
secondary-particle rest mass.
In terms of this variable, the following parameteriza-
tions are then given (ref. 11) for pions:
_A2P ± ]E d3_- (_:2/s)T(1-_)qex p (4)
d3p 1 + 1 + (4m2/s)
where
C 1+ C2PJ, + C3P 2
q = (5)
1 + (4m2p/S)
and for kaons:
E d3o
- A 1 ( 1 -j)Cexp (-A2Pj_) (6)
d3p
where the parameters A !, A 2, C, C 1, C2, C 3, and T are
given in table 1, and mp is the proton rest mass.
Now, if the spectral distribution is to be written in
simple terms (i.e., constants, mass, momenta, and ener-
gies of the interacting particles), then it will be desirable
to first express the Lorentz-invariant cross section in
such terms. Specifically, the Mandelstam energy variable
(s) and the fractional momentum (X/l*) must be simply
represented.
The Mandelstam representation of the energy for any
system A + B ---) C + D is defined as
S =-- (PA +PB ) 2/c2 (7)
where PA and PB are energy-momentum four vectors,
given by PN = EN/CPN, where the bold-faced PN repre-
sents the usual three-dimensional momentum vector.
This can then be rewritten as (see appendix A)
s = m2A+ m 2 + (2EAmBIC 2) (8)
For the current problem, A and B are protons and E A is
the total incident proton energy (given by the sum of the
proton kinetic energy (Tlab) and the rest mass (mp). Thus,
the following representation is given:
s = 4m 2 + 2mpTla b (9)
The fractional momentum Xll is given by Pii I
Pc.m.,max (ref. 1 1), where Pc.m.,max is the maximum trans-
ferable momentum allowed by the kinematics in the
center-of-mass frame. For the arbitrary system
Table1.ParametersFromEquations(4),(5),and(6)UsedinRepresentationoflnvariantCrossSection
[Databasedonref.11]
ParticleA I, mb/(GeV21c3) A 2, (GeV/c) -1
K +
K-
153
127
8.85
9.3
5.55
5.3
4.05
3.8
?
1
3
C, (GeV/c) -I C 1 C 2, (GeV/c) -! C3, (GeV/c) -2
2.5
8.3
5.3667
7.0334
-3.5
--4.5
0.8334
1.667
A +B--_ C+D, Pc.m.,max is given by (ref. 13 and
appendix A)
Pc.m.,max =
24 2 _ 4m2M2c 8. 1/2(s- mcc - M2c 4) U
(10)
4s
where
M2 = (mA+mB) 2 (11)
Once again, for the current problem, this simplifies to
Pc.m.,max = (s-m2c4-4m2c4)2-16m27tm2c8]l124s (12)
Hence, this allows the Lorentz-invariant cross sec-
tions from equations (4) and (6) to be expressed solely in
terms of the masses, momenta, and energies of the parti-
cles (and the parameters given in table 1).
Spectral Distribution
The spectral distribution do dE is expressed in terms
of the invariant cross section via (ref. 11 and appendix A)
do _ /[ f Ed3o d(p 2) (13)
dE p// J d3 p
By inserting the invariant cross sections from
equations (4) and (6) into equation (13) and integrating, a
representation of do dE will be produced in terms of pro-
ton kinetic energy (Tlab) and meson parallel momentum
(p//). Because of the nonlinear exponential form of
equations (4) and (6) and the nonlinear integration in
equation (13), the integrals cannot be performed analyti-
cally. A numerical procedure utilizing adaptive Gaussian
32-point quadrature was implemented (see the computer
program in appendix B); this procedure produced the
data points seen in figure 1, which shows the spectral
distribution for both positively and negatively charged
pions and kaons at a variety of proton energies.
By fitting a function of p// and Tla b to the data in
figure 1, the parameterization will be solved. Clearly, the
data are well represented by decreasing the exponentials,
and the solid-line curves in the figures represent the best
fits obtained by utilizing the following exponential func-
tion to represent de/dE:
do
- et exp (-_p_) (14)
dE p//
where o_, _, and X vary with respect to the incident proton
kinetic energy (Tla b) and must be parameterized as such.
This procedure is accomplished by determining which
values of 0t, [3, and X best match the various proton ener-
gies from equation (14) with the output from
equation (13), and then by finding functions that accu-
rately provide the same values if given simply the proton
kinetic energy (Tlab). The following functions were
found to be extremely accurate:
For _,
ot = ct I in (or 2 + Tlab) + _3 In (IX4 + Tlab) 2 + _5 (15)
for I_,
= 1_1TI_ 2 ln([t 3 + Tlab)-_4- [_5T?a[]b6 (16)
and for X,
X = Xi (17)
T_14b+ X5
where the subscripted parameters of equations (15), (16),
and (17) are given in table 2. The accuracy of
3
Table 2. Parameters for Representations of Oq _, and )_ Used in
Equations (15), (16), and (17)
Parameter _+
a 1 1.6209
a 2 -.0992
a a 3 -.0958
54 -.0217
0t5 2.5884
131 57.4728
_2 -.6054
133 .7049
13
134 -.534
135 42.169
136 -.7979
XI 1.9096
X2 1.6939
X X3 .5613
Za 1.7668
X5 .6666
2.0555
2.5949
-.546
689.37
21.24
72.1723
-.6595
.7049
-.5335
51.658
-.8771
1.8773
1.4223
.4237
1.4898
.5082
K +
0.513
3.1993
-.0421
-.8582
-.6736
25.4335
-.5313
-.1231
-.9639
12.887
-.8233
2.3452
1.1829
.5525
1.2645
.7275
K-
1.0023
15.612
-.0711
2.1746
-2.7214
66.5962
-.5619
-.122
-.9198
28.343
-.8742
33.621
-.0301
-.5638
-.5344
6.361
equation (14) is evidenced by the very fine agreement
between the data points and the solid-line curves seen in
figure 1.
Results
The agreement between the fitted approximation
using equation (14) and the output from the numerical
quadrature used to evaluate the integral of equation (13)
is found to be extremely accurate for a wide range of pro-
ton energies relevant to cosmic-ray interactions.
A final interesting point in regard to Nagamiya and
Gyulassy's representation (ref. 13) of the maximum
transferable momentum (eqs. (10) and (12)) is that the
representation involves a square root that allows a lower
bound to be set on Tla b, below which the root becomes
imaginary. Because the only variables besides Tla b that
are involved in the square root are the masses of the par-
ticles (ref. 14), the following lower limits on Tla b are
obtained for meson production in proton-proton colli-
sions. Thus, for pions,
T|a b > 0.29 GeV
and for kaons,
Tla b > 1.12 GeV
which are just the threshold energies.
Concluding Remarks
A parameterization of the energy-differential cross
sections for charged pion and kaon production from
proton-proton collisions has been derived that accurately
reproduces results obtained by numerically integrating
the Lorentz-invariant cross section. Because the parame-
terization is simply a function of incident proton kinetic
energy and outgoing meson parallel momentum, the
results can be easily reproduced and should be very use-
ful in computer transport codes that have not yet been
tested with meson cross sections.
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA 23681-0001
March 30, 1995
Appendix A
Proofs of Formulas Used in Text
Mandeistam Energy Variable
The Mandelstam energy variable (s) for the reaction
A+B--->C+D
by definition, is given as
s= (PA +PB) 21c2
In lab frame, PB = 0 and E B =mB c2. Thus, s is
expressed as
S= (PA + PB) 2]c2
= (p2 + p2 + 2PaPB)]C 2
= (m2c 2 + m2c 2 + 2PaP B)/c 2
= m 2 + m 2 + (2/c2)paPB
2 2
= ma+mB+ (2/c 2) (EA/C, PA) • (EB/C, PB)
= m2 +m2+ (2]c2) (EA[C, PA) " (mB]C'O)
=m 2 +m 2 + (2EAmB/C 2)
Maximum Transferable Momentum
The maximum transferable momentum for the
reaction
A+B-->C+D
in the center-of-mass frame where p =PA = --PB and
q =Pc = --PD, is given by
qmax = [ (s 2 4 M2c 4) 2 4m_dl,/2c 8 ] 1/2/2csl/2
- mCc -
where
M = mA+m B
Here, s is defined as
s = (PA +PB) 2/c2 = (Pc+PD) 2/c2
= [ (Ec/c, q) + (ED/C, -q) ] 2/c2
= [ (Ec/c) + (Eo/c, O) ] 2]c2
= (Ec+ED) 2
which yields
E C + E D = s 1/2
When relating energy and momentum via
E 2 = q2c2+m2c 4
E 2 : (-q) 2c2 + m2c 4
the difference between L_C and E2D is given as
E2-E2 = (m2C-m2) c4
Now, since
we have
- e2o : (Ec + e o) (Ec - eo)
EC - ED = ( m2C - m2D) c4] (Ec + ED)
where (E c + E D) is given by equation (AI). Hence,
Ec-E D = (m2-m2) c4/s 112
Spectral Distribution
The spectral distribution is given as
eo _ [ e d3o d(p )
dE c2p// d3p
For proof, we let
E d30 E d3(3
d3p dp # p± dp ± dO
Integrating with respect to 0 gives
2_
E d30 E d2o
d3p dp// P_l_dp±
We can simplify further via
p2 = P.2L+ p2
E = I(p 2+p2) c 2+m2c43112
dE P//c2
dp// E
E dE
dPl/ -
Pll c2
(AI)
(A2)
(A3)
(A4)
(A5)
5
and
d(p 2) = 2p± dp±
P ldP± = d(p2)/2 (A6)
Substituting equations (A5) and (A6) into the denomina-
tor on the left-hand side of equation (A4) gives
27rE d3c _ E d2o
d3p E diE [d (p2)/2]
2
p //c
and
rt Ed3o d 2c (2) (A7)
c2p// d3p - d-E-d P_L
Finally, integrating with respect to P_L yields the desired
result
dc_ _ j"E d3_._...j_d (p2) (A8)
dE c2p// d3 p
which allows us to isolate E 0 E D, and q in terms of m 0
m D, and s as
E C Is+ " 2 2. 4q_ 1/2= (mc-mo)C jzs
E D Is+" 2 2. 4"1_ 112= tmc-mo) c /zs
d = = ,+ /:
= {Es+(m2c_m20)c,]2_4sm2c4}/4sc z
2 2 4 2 2 8 2 4 2
= [sZ+2s(mc-mo)c +(mc-mD)2C-4.cC ]'4sc
= - +mo)c +l, mc-mD) c j/4=c 2
Note that q is the transferred momentum and that for
given particles A, B, and C and given incident energy
Ebeam, the only variable left in q is m D, which can be no
larger than m A + m B. Hence, the maximum transferable
momentum is given as
qmax _ {S 2- 2sc4[m 2+ (m A+mB )2]
112
+ Em 2 - (m A+m") 232c8 } ]2cs 112
and if we let M = m A + roB, the result is
qmax = [s2-2sca(m2c+M2) 2 2 2c8 ]+ (mc-M) 11212cs112
-_ q'mCIIq C j I/.CS
which is the desired result.
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Appendix B
Computer Program of Spectral
Parameterizations
The following computer program utilizes the param-
eterization given by Badhwar, Golden, and Stephens,
(ref. 11) to plot a graph of the spectral distribution. The
integration is performed by using adaptive Gaussian
32-point quadrature to find the integral.
The program is written in FORTRAN-77, which
does not support the many fonts found in this paper;
hence, naming the variables can become quite tedious. A
complete list of the meaning of all the variables found in
the main procedure is given as follows:
dppar
dsdE
e
fac
intgrl
parameterization constants (A 1,A2, C, C 1,
C 2, and C 3, respectively) from table 1
dummy variable used to vary pparcm
inside loop
= dcldE, energy-differential cross section
total energy of incoming proton
represents one part of equation (1) that
does not vary with respect to p/! or p±
value of actual definite integral
invcs
mkaon
mp
mpion
particle
pcmmax
ppercm
pparcm
q
R
s
Tlab
x
xparsq
xtilde
value of invariant cross section, returned
by function of same name
mass of kaon
mass of proton
mass of pion
determines which particle the program
will investigate
maximum transferable momentum
= p±, perpendicular component of c.m.
momentum
= P/I, parallel component of c.m.
momentum
= q, from equation (5)
= "y, parameterization constant from
table 1
Mandelstam energy
kinetic energy of incident proton
= 1 - xtilde, as seen in equations (3)
and (4)
= Xl/.2, from equation (3)
scaling variable found in equation (3)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (a-z)
INTEGER particle
COMMON mass,A,B,C,Ci,C2,C3,R,q,s,particle, fac,xparsq
mass of proton in GeV/c**2
- .93827231
mass of pion in Gev/c*'2
mpion - .1395679
mass of kaon in GeV/c**2
mkaon - .493646
pi - 3.141592653589793238
do 2000 Tlab - 10.
do 1000 particle - 1,4,1
IF (particle.EQ.1) THEN
for positive pion...
A - 153.
a - 5.55
It - I.
C1 - 5.3667
C2 - -3.5
C3 - 0.8334
mass : mpion
open (50, file- 'inCpp0010, dat' )
ELSEIF (parcicle.eq.2) then
foe negacive pion...
A - 127.
B - 5.3
R - 3.
C1 - 7.0334
C2 - -4.5
C3 - 1.667
mass - _ion
open (50, file-' intnp0010, dat' )
ELSEI¥ (particle.eq.3| then
for positive kaon...
A- 8.85
]6 - 4.05
C=2.5
maS.S m ;nkson
open (50, file- ' inCpk0010 .dac' )
ELSEIF (parCicle.eq.4) THEN
for negative kaon...
A - 9.3
B- 3.8
C - 8.3
_SS -- mkaon
open (50, file-' intnk0010 .dat' )
10
ENDIF
Mandelstam energy
e = Tlab ÷mp
s = 2.*(raP*°2) ÷ 2.°e*mp
maximum transferable momentum
pcmmax = DSQRT|((s - mass''2 - 4.'(_''2))''2 - 16.*(mass*'2}'{m_''2))/(4.*s)}
wrlte(6, ")partlcXe,Tlab,e,s, ' pcmmax = ' ,pcmmax
(neither perpendicular nor parallel component can be greater than pcmmax.)
(lower limit on integral is 0. Upper limit is pcmmax*'2, since we're
integrating with respect to the square of the perpendicular momentum,
and changed variables)
'fac° is a COMMON variable, and is used in invcs:
fac = i. + 4.'(mp''2)/s
d_par • pcmmax/1000.
pparcm • 0.
do 10 pparcm=0.,pcmmax,dppar
x_arsq = (pparcm/pcmmax)''2
intgrl = AdaptiveGauss(DFLOAT(0},pcnsnax**2)
IF {intgr1.GE.0.) THEN
dsdE = (pi/pparcm)'intgrl
write(50,*)pparcm, dsdE
ELSE
write{6,'}'did not work: °,pparcm, intgrl
ENDI¥
continue
close(50}
I000 continue
2000 continue
/||mlmannls|n|gan|||||H|lU|18|||m| a|8|amlan•••|N|Nm||m|||Na|Nn|||8|ln|lll||a|mSe
Adaptive Gaussian Quadrature...
sent in : lower and upper integration limits (ppercm limits)
returns thm integral approximation 'Approx' of integral
of Lorentz invariant cross section (invcs|.
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION AdaptiveGauss(Q11im,Qulim)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION {a-z)
9
100
INTEGER z, particle
COMMON mass,A,B,C,Cl,C2,C],R,q,s,particle, fac,xparsq
DIMENSION low(I000)
DIMENSION m/d(1000)
DIMENSION upp( I0001
DIMENSION sum(1000)
DIMENSION Col (1000)
DIMENSION say(51
AE_rox m 0.
z = 1
Col(z) = 1./(10.**10)
low(z) = llim
m/d(z) - (llim + ulim)/2.
upp(z) = ullm
sum(z) = Gauss32(low(z).upp(z))
IF (z.GT.0) THEN
sl - Gauss32(low(z),mid(z))
s2 - Gauss32(m/d(z),upp(z))
say(l) - low(z)
say(2) = m/d(z)
sav(3) - upp(z)
say(4) = Col(z)
sav(5) = sum(z)
z - z - 1
ZF (DABS(s1 + s2 - sav(5)).LT.sav(4)) THEN
AppEOX - Approx + (sl + s2)
ELSE
IF (z.GE.999) THEN
AdaptiveGauss = -I.
goCo 9999
ELSE
calculate for right-hand side subinterval:
_ = z + i
low(z) = say(2)
upp(z) = say(3)
m/d(z) = (low(z) + uppiz))/2.
Col(z) - sav(4)/2.
sumiz) = Gause32(lowlzl,upp(z) )
calculate for left-hand side subinterval:
z = z + 1
low(z) - say(1)
upp(Z) = say(2)
m/d(z) - (low(z) ÷ upp(z))/2.
10
tot(z)
sum(z)
ENDIF
ENDIF
GOTO 100
ENDZF
AdaptlveGauss - Approx
= tol{z-l)
Gauss32(low(z),upp(z))
9999 return
end
tnmlmnnns|mmmmmm|mn|minunnmn|mumnn|mlsmmnlilannnunnmnnlnninmnlnlu|mnnn|lJnnn|nm A
32-point Gaussian Quadrature, used in conjunction wl AdaptiveQuad above
300
DOUBLE PItECISION FUNCTION Gauss32 (lllm, ulim)
I_llclt Double Precision (a-z}
Integer i, degree
Dimension Wgt(321, Zero(32)
degree - 32
CALL LEGEND(Wgt, Zero)
sum = 0.0
DO 300 i=l,degree
x - (Zero(i)*(ulim - llim) + ilim + ulim) 12.
NewWgt ,, Wgt(i]*{ulim - llim]12.
sum " sum + invcs (x) *Ne_gt
CONTINUE
Gauss32 = sum
RETURN
E_D
*lsmlls|uu|mtmJm|umsm|mmmmmeln|uJu|nlsJisIl||l||lJJslm||llnlllz.lzsi|a|snl|esll o
* Lorentz-invariant cross section of DSQRT(tem_) ....
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION invcs(ten_)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (a-z}
INTEGER particle
COMMON mass,A,B,C,Ci,C2,C3,R,q,s,particle, fac,xparsq
ppercm = DSQRT(tem_)
xtilde = DSQRT(xparsq + 4.*(ppercm**2 + mass**2)/s)
x = 1. - xtilde
if (x.GE.0.) then
if (particlo.LT.3) then
q _ (C1 + C2*ppercm + C3"(ppercm**2))/DSQRT|fac)
invcs n (Al(fac**R))-(x**q)*DEXP(-B*ppercm/fac)
else
invcs - A*(x**C)*DEXP(-B*ppercm)
endif
else
11
invcs = O.
endi
retut-n
end
_m_mm_m_m_mm_m_mmmmmm_m_m_m_mmm_z_m_a_m_m_ma_m_m_*
Legend: Set initial values for Laguerre Weights and Points ....
SUBROUTINE LEGEND(WL, P)
teL.(
tWILl
WL(
WL(
tlt.(
WL(
Wt.(
WL(
WL(
WL(
WX.,(
WL.(
WL(
WL(
WL(
WL(
WL(
WL(
WL(
Wt.(
WL(
WL(
WL(
t,dL(
WL(
WL,(
WL(
WL(
WL(
WX..(
Wt.(
P(
P(
P(
P(
P(
_lluit Double P=ecilion (A-H,M,O-Z)
Dimension WL(96),P(96)
Laguerre weights aEe WL, Laguerre points are P
I)- 0.701861000947001211890813321403D-02
2)- 0
3)= 0
4)= 0
5)- 0
6)- 0
7)= 0
8)= 0
9)- 0
10)- 0
11)= 0
12)= 0
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Figure 1. Spectral distribution do dE plotted against parallel component of outgoing meson momentum. Data points
denote actual values obtained by performing numerical quadrature on integral portion of equation (13); solid-line
curves denote the fit approximation of equation (14).
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Figure 1. Concluded.
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